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FIND YOUR COMPETITIVE EDGE
WhiteWater’s guide to adding the spirit of competition to your water park
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Higher: thrill levels, hourly throughput, 
and ride experience

These are but a few of the factors that are considered when choosing a new water 
slide. While each park will have its own unique requirements, the big goals will 
remain the same—drive gate, increase dwell time, generate positive guest reviews.

No other ride category delivers on these goals, plus all of a park’s attraction 
perquisites better than WhiteWater’s Racing Slides. Highly configurable, our 
Racing Slides offer a multitude of options for capacity, excitement, ride mix, space 
constraints, and that indefinable ‘wow factor’ that will become synonymous with 
your park, and your park alone.

WATER SLIDES
WHY RACING
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HOW TO

Picking the right slide for your park 

We could wax poetic about all the ways in which we love Racing Slides—they’re 
great for repeat ridership, they can add a differentiated experience to your ride 
mix, and they make for great hero images on your web site—we thought instead 
to show you. 

With an extensive portfolio of Racing Slides to choose from, we’ve created a 
handy table to simplify the selection process and help you narrow down your 
decision.

CHOOSE
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Budget $ $ $$ $$ $$ $$ $$$ $$ $$$

Flexible Footprint

Capacity Up to 2 Up to 4 Up to 8 Up to 8 Up to 8 Up to You Up to 6 Up to 2 Up to 4

Racing Package Add-on

Demographic Toddlers Toddlers Kids+ Teens+ Teens+ Teens+ Teens+ Teens+ All Ages

Custom Fiberglass Colour Patterns

REQUIREMENTS

360° Loops

Extreme Drops

Extreme Gs

Multi Drops

Uphill Blasts

Lane Switching

Dark/Light Interchanges

Fiberglass Effects

Ride Position Feet First Feet First Headfirst Headfirst Headfirst Headfirst Headfirst Headfirst or 
Feet First Feet First

Solo or Team Solo Solo Solo Solo Solo Solo Solo Solo Team

Vehicle Body Body Mat Mat Mat Mat Mat Body or Mat Inner Tube

MINI 
MULTI-LANE

KIDS 
MULTI-LANE

MULTI-LANE 
MAT RACER

AQUA
TWIST WHIZZARD

HEAD 
RUSH

MAT
BLASTER

PARALLEL
PURSUIT

DUELING
MASTER 
BLASTER

RIDE EXPERIENCE
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THE 
COMPETITORS

Our complete racing slide portfolio 

Let us introduce you to our stable of thoroughbred Racing Slides—each one 
with its own personality. Designed for maximum fun and safety, these water 
slides will add a little healthy competition to your park, ensuring guests will 
want to ride again and again. 
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EXPERIENCES

   HEADFIRST 
X

FEET FIRST

     SINGLES 
X

TEAMS

DUELING 
X

GROUP DERBY

GRAVITY 
X

PROPELLED

HEADFIRST

FEET FIRST

SINGLES

TEAMS

DUELING

GROUP DERBY

GRAVITY 

PROPELLED

   Head Rush Mat Racer
  Multi-Lane Mat Racer
 Parallel Pursuit
Whizzard

   Dueling Master Blaster
  Parallel Pursuit

Dueling Master Blaster

    Head Rush Mat Racer
   Multi-Lane Mat Racer
  Parallel Pursuit
 Whizzard
Mini Multi-Lane

 Parallel Pursuit
Dueling Master Blaster

  Multi-Lane Mat Racer
 Whizzard
Mini Multi-Lane

    Head Rush Mat Racer
   Multi-Lane Mat Racer
  Parallel Pursuit
 Whizzard
Mini Multi-Lane

 Mat Blaster
Dueling Master Blaster
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Parallel Pursuit

Parallel Pursuit is a competitive experience for older children and adults in 
an affordable and flexible slide package. Unique to WhiteWater, the Parallel 
Pursuit allows racers to see their rivals as they compete through twists and 
turns with low wall heights, creating a dynamic ride experience for guests.

• Easy to add to an existing tower or weave around existing structures. 
• Flexible design includes two different corner types and multiple shapes 

to fit even the tightest footprints. 
• Dynamic engineering simulations ensure rider containment for 

confident, full speed racing.

MAIN FEATURES:

Vehicle: Body and Mat
Estimated Capacity: up to 360 riders/hour
Standard Dispatch: 20/24 secs
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Dueling Master Blaster 

We’ve taken our fan favourite, Master Blaster, 
and heightened it, placing two lanes side-by-
side for the ultimate racing experience. Jets take 
this experience to the next level by propelling the 
dueling inner tubes uphill. 

• Features our Smart Blast technology to 
significantly cut energy costs.

MAIN FEATURES:

Vehicle: Inner Tube
Estimated Capacity: up to 720 riders/hour
Standard Dispatch: 20 secs
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Head Rush Mat Ride

Our Head Rush Mat Ride combines the versatility of our AquaTube 
water slide with the unique sliding experience of riding headfirst. 

• Add one or many AquaTubes with varying slide paths that end in 
their own run outs or all together in a tray.

MAIN FEATURES:

Vehicle: Mat
Estimated Capacity: 150 riders/lane
Standard Dispatch: 24 secs
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Multi-Lane Mat Racer

A water park classic, Multi-Lane Mat Racer water slides take riders on a 
journey over a series of gut-wrenching bumps, accelerating riders towards the 
finish line. These slides are a free-for-all experience, making the rider focus 
more specifically on themselves and how they compare against the group. 

• Great for accommodating groups of all sizes.
• Scalable from 2 to 8 lanes for maximum throughput. 

MAIN FEATURES:

Vehicle: Mat
Estimated Capacity: 150 riders/lane
Standard Dispatch: 24 secs
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Whizzard

On the Whizzard, riders are dispatched into enclosed high-speed 
AquaTubes that spiral alongside each other through multiple lanes of 
twists, turns, and 360-degree loops before a surprise drop into open 
lanes to reveal who is leading the pack.

• Can be finished in eye-catching fiberglass patterns, including a 
checkered flag run-out, to anchor your water park or reflect your 
park’s theme. 

• Operators can choose from 2 to 8 lanes for high throughput in a 
small space.

MAIN FEATURES:

Vehicle: Mat
Estimated Capacity: 150 riders/lane
Standard Dispatch: 24 secs
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Mat Blaster

Part Multi-Lane Mat Racer, part water coaster, Mat Blaster is the world’s 
first uphill mat racing water slide combining headfirst sliding with 
ascending blasts. 

• A racing experience using the jets from our Master Blaster, guests are 
propelled uphill in a high-speed race unlike any other on the market.

MAIN FEATURES:

Vehicle: Mat
Estimated Capacity: 150 riders/lane
Standard Dispatch: 24 secs
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Kids’ Multi-Lane

Our Kids’ Multi-Lane water slides give your tiniest visitors a chance to 
race side-by-side against their siblings and friends.

• Available in a multitude of fun colours and patterns, the Kids’ Multi-
Lane makes an eye-catching addition to a kids’ area.

• Create confidence among younger visitors as they work their way 
into the larger racing slides.

Mini Multi-Lane

For the tiniest racers, our Mini Multi-Lane is available on our Interactive 
Water Play structures or as a stand alone slide.

• A nice, smooth ride, it makes a great introductory slide.

MAIN FEATURES (OF BOTH):

Vehicle: Body
Estimated Capacity: 240 riders/lane
Standard Dispatch: 15 secs
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Lights, timers, and checkered flag run-outs can all help to set the scene on 
a new Racing Slide or even to an existing water slide that you might want 
to give new life.

AFTER 
MARKET PARTS
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Stop/Go Lights

Adding stop/go lights to an existing slide enhances the safety of the ride and increases the guest experience. 
If a guest does not come out of the slide, then the light will not turn green, indicating to the operator to 
investigate and make sure that everything is okay. For the guest, the light creates suspense and adrenaline 
as they wait for the colour to change from red to green and signal that the race has begun!

Timers

Our new timing system drives repeat ridership, showing guests not only what place they finished the 
race in, but how quickly they went through the slide. The first digit shows your ranking, and the other 
four digits communicate your time in seconds, creating discussion among guests as they debate how 
to increase their place in the rankings and line up to ride again and beat their best time. 

Customizable to match your park’s look and feel, the timer display board can be in any color and 
run scrollable messages to welcome your guest to the park or showcase the temperature and date. 
The use of timers at the top of the slide allows for more consistency and fairness in the control of 
when people launch and tracking exactly when everyone has completed. 

Checkered Flag Run-out

As with all races, it’s not over until the checkered flag comes out—in this case, the entire shared 
run-out tray is a checkered flag pattern. Only available on mat racers. 
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Ready to race your way to the top? 

Give us a call to discuss what racing slides will work best 
with your park and let’s get off to the races!

+1 604-273-1068
whitewater@whitewaterwest.com


